This is the wrap‐up. Incorporate new slides on the fly to reflect actions assigned, and to be
assigned, during this session.
Also address any parking lot items that were put to the side in earlier blocks.
Fill in and review the objectives obtained from the block‐3 assignment (objectives) chart
Lastly, this is the time for the program to commit to moving out and acting on the actions and
ideas to calculate and achieve a stable and economical production rate. Key slides are included
for review as deemed appropriate, but this is primarily the PM’s time to state the plan forward
based on the results of the mission assistance.
Other tools that may be used (in addition to the Force Field Analysis used here) may include:
• Run Rules: To further explore each teams current and intended actions in association
with how a team will specifically interface with other IPTs to promote stable and
economical production (identifying individual responsibilities and channels of
communication).
• Five Whys: To change from current state (break paradigms).
• Fishbone: To brainstorm possibilities (cause > effect > possible solutions)
[NOTE: These tools are highlighted and explained in detail in the Program Manager’s Toolkit:
https://pmtoolkit dau mil/]
https://pmtoolkit.dau.mil/]
Or if time and resources allow, you may consider running this module utilizing the “Think Tank”
web tool for brainstorming.
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These are some other key means and benefits of executing at your EOQ.
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This chart is intended to stimulate the target audience to think about and address the
three major areas of consideration which will help them align their desired production
rates, based on warfighter needs and political realities, with the ultimate capabilities of
the contractor.
‐What do we need to address?
‐‐What information is needed?
‐When
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‐How can the program office address the variables at play?
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These are some other key means and benefits of executing at your EOQ.
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